Dear Colleagues

The CEU Digest this week covers the following areas:

For information:

1. **Getting started with Covidence and EPPI-Reviewer**

   We know that many CRGs have already begun to think about Covidence, Cochrane’s new recommended tool to support authors in the labour-intensive stages of screening and data collection. Over 400 Cochrane authors have already started using Covidence for reviews at the screening and data collection stage, and we think they’ll find it easy to use and genuinely helpful in easing the workload. We’d like to make sure you have all the information you need to begin routinely connecting your authors with Covidence, should they wish to use it. You can find it all here.

2. **RevMan Web**

   2016 Target 5. New authoring infrastructure: We will revolutionize our authoring infrastructure by completing the move of RevMan and the Cochrane Register of Studies online with the release of beta versions into general use; and ensuring that 85% of reviews moving beyond the protocol publication stage use Covidence or EPPI-Reviewer from October 2016. Full update here.

3. **ARCHIE**

   The primary Archie development recently has been support for the Updating Classification System, which is expected to become available to CRGs in March 2016. The plans for the remainder of 2016 will include all critical changes to our content or data feeds necessitated by the Enhanced Cochrane Library project, as well as work on Review Translation formats and management.

4. **Project Transform: Production Models Phase 1 Report**

   Cochrane’s future relies on ensuring that Cochrane Reviews are high-quality, relevant and up-to-date. To inform discussion about how to best achieve this, Project Transform team conducted interviews with 26 participants and an online survey with more than 100 respondents. This information will be used in discussion with the Cochrane community to identify and develop review production models for piloting in the next phase of the Production Models component of Project Transform. Read the full report here.

Adverts:

**MiRor Call for Applications**: Marie Sklodowska-Curie PhD Fellowships.
Deadline: 01st May 2016

**Campbell Collaboration Call for submissions:** What Works Global Summit.
Deadline: 25th April 2016

**Methods Training Workshop for GRADE and GRADE CERQual.** [More information on Cochrane training.]
Date: 5-7th December 2016

We hope that you find the content interesting and look forward to receiving your feedback.

Best wishes

Karla
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Cochrane Central Executive
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**Trusted evidence. Informed decisions. Better health.**
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